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'ere is an enormous budget and financial plan in software development projects, and it is required that they take a huge
investment to carry on. When looked at, the costs depend on the global substantial information about software development: in
1985, $150 billion; in 2010, $2 trillion; in 2015, $5 trillion; and in 2020, over $7 trillion. Additionally, on the first new days of 2021, a
day-by-day Apple Store’s quantity has been approximately $500 million. In spite of the expenditures and the margins that are
dramatically expanding and increasing each year, the phase of software development accomplishment is not high enough. In light
of the “CHAOS” report arranged in 2015, just 17% of the software projects were finished in an opportune way, in the allotted
financial plan, and as per the necessities. However, 53% of the software projects were finished in the long run or potentially over a
spending plan as well as without satisfying the prerequisites precisely. In addition, software development projects were not
completed and were dropped out as well in the ratio of 30%. Also, the “CHAOS” report published in 2020 has figured out that only
33% of the software projects were completed successfully all over the world. In order to cope with these unsuccessful and failure
results, an effective method for software risk assessment and management has to be specified, designated, and applied. In this way,
before causing trouble that has the power of preventing successful accomplishment of software development projects, software
risks are able to be noticed and distinguished on time. In this study, a new and original rule set, which could be used and carried
out effectively in software risk assessment and management, has been designed and developed based on the implementation of
fuzzy approached technique integrated with machine learning algorithm—Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). By
this approach and technique, machines (computers) are able to create several software risk rules not to be seen, not to be
recognized, and not to be told by human beings. In addition, this fuzzy inference approach aims to decrease risks in the software
development process in order to increase the success rate of the software projects. Also, the experimental results of this approach
show that rule-based software risk assessment and management method has a valid and accurate model with a high accuracy rate
and low average testing error.

1. Introduction

Risk is the likelihood of not reaching a targeted result, and
also it is the probability of any event that would prevent an
organization from achieving its strategic, financial, and
operational objectives. In addition, risk has twomain factors:
the possibility of occurrence—the likelihood of not
achieving a particular result or the likelihood of an undesired
occurrence—and size of loss—the effects of the conse-
quences that would arise if the risks were realized [1].

Risks come on the whole shapes and sizes; hazard ex-
perts, by and large, perceive three significant sorts: market
risk is the danger that costs will move in a manner that has
antagonistic outcomes of an organization; credit risk is the
danger that a client, a counterparty, or a provider will neglect
to meet its commitments; and operational risk is the danger
that individuals, cycles, or frameworks will fall flat or that an
outer occasion will contrarily affect the organization [2].

Software development projects suffer from and also are
open to many risks, especially market risks, financial (credit)
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risks, and technical (operational) risks. Software developers
have to provide positive and especially satisfactory answers
to several significant questions in order to achieve suc-
cess—successful accomplishment: if the developed software
fulfils the demands and the requirements of the customers or
not and provides the necessary solutions to them or not; how
much competition the developed software can face and cope
with; whether the benefits and the gains derived from the
software project exceed the development cost or not; if the
project to be developed can be implemented technically and
technologically or not; whether the hardware, the software,
the necessary network connections, and the entire sub-
structure will work as planned properly at the project to be
developed or not; if the existing technology can meet the
objectives and outputs of the software project or not; is there
a possibility that the technology of the current technology
becomes obsolete and old before starting to use the software
to be developed; whether the security and protection system
will work actively during the software project life cycle or
not; and so on. 'e problems mentioned here have arisen
and have been identified from the samples of failed software
projects in the literature, and they have shown that the risks
cannot be managed effectively [3].

In this context, an operating-state and reliable risk as-
sessment and management method has been designed and
developed for software projects based on the concrete,
tangible, and original software risks rule set in the light of
literature, fuzzy structure, and machine learning.

'e proposed algorithm—ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System)—for generating new original
software risk rules is a methodology that consolidates the
remarkable abilities of all fake insight speculations by fuzzy
logic (FL), artificial neural networks (ANN), and master
frameworks. 'e essential attribute of the ANN approach is
the capacity to learn. One of the significant inconveniences
of this element is that the learning results can be given in
extremely huge boundary sets. Hence, it is difficult to
communicate the outcomes by words. 'e premise of the FL
is that it is extremely near the way individuals thinking as in
regular dialects. However, it cannot gain proficiency with the
standards itself; it is reliant on the master framework or the
perspectives of individuals. So, the significance of ANFIS
arises in software risk assessment and management in order
to create and develop valid and meaningful risk rules [4].

'ere are four fundamental motivations to apply, ac-
tualize, and determine “software risk assessment and
management” in the software development process as in-
dicated by Boehm [5, 6]: to stay away from overwhelms in
arranging and in a financial plan, to guarantee that the
software projects run impeccably, and also to ensure that
software companies are able to create their products in the
direction of their necessities; to forestall duplication of inner
or outer software structure or coding which is caused by
inadequate or muddled necessities that are about half of
software projects’ costs; not to do software risk assessment
and analysis in the zones that have (practically) no danger;
and to design and develop a product arrangement about
software projects that the client needs so as to empower the
vendors to get consumer loyalty and the ideal benefits.

Up to now, several software risk parameters have been
determined in order to assess and manage software devel-
opment projects: productivity, engagement, attention to
quality, code based knowledge and management, adherence
to coding guidelines and techniques, learning and skills,
personal responsibility, etc. However, there is not any
universally accepted methodology to apply software risk
assessment and management. 'ere are three main reasons
for this situation: firstly, each part of software creation is
unique.'ere is no compelling reason to assemble two times
the same parts of software as it might be duplicated by
copying it. 'is makes it truly difficult to make a formal and
thorough correlation between two parts of the software.
Secondly, the current technology is something that changes
at a truly fast phase. So, each time a methodology in respect
to a certain wave of technology is dependable enough, it is
for the most part as recently old. 'irdly, there is a gigantic
zone for innovativeness in discovering the diverse answers
for a unique issue. Because of these reasons, the technique
“fuzzy structure” [7, 8] has a very convenient and proper
process for defining software risks due to their nature that
has no certainty—uncertainty—structure and principle.
Also, software risks are defined as the probability and the
severity of damage that is caused by occurring of bad or
undesirable events in a system.'us, the system suffers from
strategic, financial, operational, structural, or integrity loss
and damage. So, there is a need to apply and carry out an
efficient “software risk assessment and management” in
order to determine and recognize software risks on time
before causing problems and troubles into software projects
for providing successful accomplishment in the software
development process.

For this study, a real application has been designed and
developed based on 36 software risk rules with 23 different
software risk parameters available on hand. In addition, this
rule set has been adjusted for the machine learning algo-
rithmwith integrated artificial intelligencemechanism of the
fuzzy structure—Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS). Moreover, the software risk rule set has been
converted into numerical values for the ANFIS imple-
mentation, and it has been loaded intoMATLAB. Afterward,
based on the ANFIS algorithm, 32 new and original software
risk rules have been created from the rule set on hand.
Furthermore, both the rule set on hand and also the designed
and developed original software risks rule set have been valid
and accurate based on the low average testing error in ANFIS
configuration on MATLAB. So, it means that the fuzzy
inference system has provided trustworthy results in soft-
ware risk assessment and management with a high accuracy
rate.

'is study is organized and structured like in the fol-
lowing: in Related Works, a literature review and past works
about the studies to deal with risks, software risks, software
risk assessment, and management have been given. More-
over, in Methods, the working principle and general in-
formation about the used methods and techniques applied
and implemented in the experiments have been explained.
In addition, the software risks rule set—the dataset—used in
the study has been given in Software Risks and Rule Set.
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Also, in Software Risks Rule Development with Fuzzy
Structure and Machine Learning, the obtained results (the
developed rules) have been given and the experimental
studies (the numeric values) have been presented. And then,
in Conclusions and Future Extensions, a brief summary,
concluding remarks, and future extensions have been at-
tached in the end.

2. Related Works

'e administration of undertakings is definitely not a trifling
assignment. A lot of variables, both quantitative and sub-
jective, are important to ensure venture achievement or
improve the task execution. Undoubtedly, perils basically
plague a whole life example of an errand, and its most
noteworthy wellsprings of information are the weaknesses.
'e expression “hazard” gets from the early Italian “risicare,”
which infers “to dare” [9]. As a science, the threat was
considered during the Renaissance, in the sixteenth century,
essentially building up the systems of likelihood hypothesis
[10].

A few researchers, explicitly in software engineering,
zeroed in about the observation that hazard measure is
related to unfriendly factor measures [10] utilizing as
boundaries the likelihood of misfortune and the results if
there should be an occurrence of misfortune, where the item
is called hazard presentation. 'ree angles related to soft-
ware risks are given and put into words by Pfleeger et al. [11]
and Boehm [5]: the misfortune related to the occasion, the
likelihood of event of the occasion, and how much the
outcomes of the occasion can be changed, being charac-
terized as danger presentation.

Risk management is the information, instruments, and
methods to lessen dangers to an adequate level while am-
plifying openings [12]. Furthermore, risk management in the
software development process is the act of control and
evaluation of dangers that affect tasks, cycles, and results of
programming [10]. A significant highlight is thought of in
software development is the correspondence, particularly of
specialized dangers that are regularly known yet, ineffec-
tively imparted [13]. As per Boehm [5] who is considered the
father of software risk management, “risk administration is
significant uncommonly in light of the fact that it causes
individuals to maintain a strategic distance from calamities,
adjust and undoing of undertakings and assists with ani-
mating a circumstance of accomplishment in programming
projects.”

'e larger part of the investigations were announced in
writings about software risk management center around the
recognizable proof and examination of danger—i.e., the
evaluation of dangers [6, 10, 14–19]. Notwithstanding, as per
Bannerman [20], hardly any examinations center around the
reception of software risk management since there is
mindfulness with respect to the use of its practice, however
ineffectively applied.

In the most recent years, a few works identified with the
utilization of computerized reasoning strategies in hazard
evaluation have shown up—dark relationship [21], proba-
bilistic terms [22], fluffy hypothesis [23, 24], Bayesian

networks [25], and case-based thinking [26]. 'emajority of
these methods use hazard factors as a wellspring of data to
foresee chances. 'e zone of software risk management even
thought to be significant actually needs a few advances, both
in research and practically speaking. Different examinations
show the unequivocal act of danger the executives add to
execution improvement and the achievement of activities
they expand [27–34].

Managers generally deal with technical risks firstly about
software development projects, but they push the risks into
market, financial, and several other headings to the second
plan. However, these risks are very crucial for successful
software development, which is so important that it cannot
be ignored. Because of this reason, there is a need for an
integrated risk management that covers all steps in the
software development process and also addresses, analyses,
and evaluates all the risks that may arise in the project
lifecycle [35].

In his study, Gallivan [36] has shown the relationship
between the job and the professional profession about
software risk assessment and management: satisfaction and
difficulty, the actual (active) performance, technical
knowledge of the profession, analytical thinking skills, verbal
skills, work habits, new ideas and creativity to open and
reveal various special points. In addition, Sawyer and
Guinan [37] have shown several points to work as a software
development team to determine and recognize software
risks. 'ese issues have been team support, team loyalty,
team vision, team personalities, team meeting, team
members, and team leader. Also, they have tried to find
answers to some questions about software risk assessment
andmanagement.'ese questions are software development
method, code retention, code library, and working time and
are related to software development documentation.
Moreover, Hall et al. [38] have tried to find answers to a few
questions about a few issues about software development
risks. 'ese questions have been related to software team,
software project, business life, work, and personality.

In applying software risk assessment and management,
Baggelaar [39] has emphasized the importance of several
points in his master thesis.'ese important points have been
abstraction, testability, coupling, modularity, templates, test
coverage, error handling, and exceptional case use. In ad-
dition, software developers have tried to find out the effect of
code and comment line numbers in the software develop-
ment process. Furthermore, Lee et al. [40] have analyzed and
evaluated software risk assessment and management in
terms of personality and work habits. Also, Ting [41] has
been interested in and focused on the issues of personality,
working style, workload and software development process
in software risk assessment and management.

Zhang et al. [42] have asked a few questions for their
work and received some answers about software risks. 'ese
questions have been number of lines of code, number of
comment lines, number of classes, number of samples, class
relation, number of methods, degree of heritability depth,
and software development issues related to the difficulty. In
addition, Calikli and Bener [43] have provided a general
overview of software risk assessment and management. In
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their work, they have shown the effect of software devel-
opers’ level of education and some points and issues in the
field of software development (satisfaction level, confidence
level, work experience, etc.) on software risk assessment and
management.

Chilton et al. [44] have put forward several points for
software risks. 'ese points have been work-life, working
habits, personality, age, and gender. Moreover, Ramler et al.
[45] have tried to research and find answers to some
questions about software quality in software risk assessment
and management. Also, Wang and Zhang [46] have high-
lighted a number of important issues in software risk
assessment and management. 'ese points have been work-
life, work experience, workload, education level and gender.
Furthermore, in their study, Balijepally et al. [47] have tried
to find answers of many questions related to personality
traits in recognizing software risks.

Duarte et al. [48] have tried to find out the effects of
various issues in software risk assessment and management.
'ese issues have been timing error, size error, segmentation
error, missing parts, unrelated parts, number of errors, and
the number of unit tests. Also, Ehrlich and Cataldo [49] have
discussed some aspects of software development in order to
determine software risks. 'ese issues have been team leader,
team coordination, company management, company em-
ployees, and private life. In addition, Kelly and Haddad [50]
have tried to find out the extent to how “error” has an impact
into software risk assessment and management. In addition,
Schröter et al. [51] have tried to answer various questions in the
minds about software development risks. 'ese questions have
been related to the number of constructs, code changes,
method (method) number, fixed code parts, work-life, work
quality, team leader, software project documents, and software
development tool. Furthermore, Westermann [52] has em-
phasized the importance of certain points in the software
development process. Reliable code writing has been investi-
gated about the impact of software project outputs and work
style on recognizing software risks. Moreover, Calikli and
Bener [53] have shown some important points in software risk
assessment andmanagement.'ese points are software project
development plan and software team psychology.

Also, there are 13 main articles from 1998 to 2017 about
risk parameters in software risk assessment and manage-
ment in the literature. 'ese have been listed in Table 1.

3. Methods

In this section, applied methods and techniques in the
study—fuzzy logic (FL), artificial neural networks (ANN),
and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)—
have been explained and shown in detail.

3.1. Fuzzy Logic: Fuzzy Approach. Fuzzy logic is commu-
nicated as a methodology dependent on “levels of exactness”
instead of the “valid or bogus” state which is the Boolean
methodology. During the 1960s, Dr. Lotfi Zadeh applied the
fuzzy logic mentality firstly in his classes in the University of
California at Berkeley. Fluffy hypothesis can be utilized as a

method for speaking to dubiousness in building nonlinear
associations with heuristic data. 'e hypothesis essentially
works with the rationale that rather than an articulation
being 0 or 1, its worth may have an esteem that can differ in
this range [65].

Fuzzy approach aims to display the overall working
rationale of the PC such that individuals can comprehend
inside the system of rationale. A PC’s rationale block gets
outright contribution from the client and gives the yields
TRUE or FALSE, which is equal to YES or NO outcomes. As
per the fluffy rationale approach, the client’s choice expresses
that there are various conceivable outcomes between YES
and NO. Utilizing fluffy rationale strategy, it is meant to
demonstrate unsure circumstances and inappropriately
characterized or complex frameworks [66].

'e engineering of fuzzy logic framework comprises
three principle parts as shown in the accompanying figure.
Initially, it changes over framework contributions to the
fluffy sets gave in the fuzzification module. 'e standards
area depicts the circumstances that decide the yields of the
framework’s fluffy rationale approach. 'ese circumstances
show which articulation should be yielded against the
changing info articulations of the framework. At long last,
the defuzzification module changes over the fluffy set pro-
duced by the surmising motor to net worth. Along these
lines, the framework yields give diverse yield esteems as
indicated by the guidelines in Figure 1 [67].

3.2. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). An artificial neural
network is essentially a framework that comprises various
straightforward interconnected processors called neurons,
each creating a succession of genuine esteemed initiations.
Such counterfeit neurons were intended to copy the genuine
organic neurons’ method of activity, with the end goal that
input neurons get initiated by means of sensors seeing the
climate. For a fake neuron, such a climate could be an n-by-
m picture framework or a network comprising of packed
sound. Other transitional neurons get actuated by means of
weighted associations from recently associated neurons
through information neurons to assigned yield neurons [68].

Inspired from humans’ brains, computations in ANNs are
implemented in units, known as artificial neurons, distributed
over the network in layers. 'e inputs of a certain neuron can
be collected from the external domain or from the outputs of
the previous layer’s neurons. To calculate the output of a
neuron, all collected inputs are weighted, by multiplying each
of them with a certain value assigned per each input and
summed, before being passed through a nonlinear function,
known as activation function. 'is nonlinearity provides a
more flexible output that has the ability to detectmore complex
features. Nevertheless, additional value can be added into the
inputs of a neuron to provide bias to the computations.
Furthermore, the mechanism of artificial neural networks has
been demonstrated in Figure 2 [69].

3.3. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System is uncovered in-
corporating the ANN’s learning capacity and the simplicity
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with which the fuzzy approach can settle on choices in
human capacity and give master information. While FL
frameworks can give the learning and computation limit of
ANN, ANN likewise gains aptitudes, for example, fuzzy
control and dynamic and furnishing master information
with this technique. Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Infer-
ence System is utilized with ANN and FL procedures to
decide the qualities of the factors that will shape its own
structure [70].

ANFIS works just Sugeno type models. It is as alteration
of the Mamdani type demonstrating and the activities to be
applied to the information are the equivalent. 'e main
contrasts are in the yield information. In Sugeno type
demonstrating, yield factors have enrollment capacities as a
capacity of information sources and yield enrollment ca-
pacities must be direct or steady. ANFIS is a capacity
document under the fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB. 'is
program applied fluffy induction strategies to the infor-
mation given to it and created suitable information models.
Similarly as with other fuzzy deduction frameworks, en-
rollment works in ANFIS rely upon boundaries. In the event
that the boundaries are changed, enrollment capacities will
change and ANFIS will relegate self-enrollment capacities
[71].

In the ANFIS network structure, which is framed by
fuzzy standards, there are fuzzy enrollment capacities, fluffy

duplication, standardization, assortment, and direct yield
work layers in Sugeno type and the ANFIS structure has five-
layer engineering. In ANFIS, which comprises five layers, the
nerves in each layer contain similar tasks. Hubs with various
shapes in layers contain capacities with various capacities.
'e hubs that appeared to fit as a fiddle are called versatile
hubs and the boundaries of the hubs are set during the
preparation of the organization. Hubs appearing as circles
are fixed hubs [72].

Figure 3 shows the layers of Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System architecture, and these layers have been
explained in the following: blur layer, rule layer, normali-
zation layer, purification layer, and total layer.

Blur layer (the layer 1): uses the generalized bell curve
activation function as a membership function in di-
viding input values into fuzzy clusters in the blur layer.
Rule layer (the layer 2): every hub alludes to the number
and rules of the Takagi-Sugeno fluffy deduction
frameworks in this layer. 'e yield of each standard is
the augmentation of enrollment degrees from the main
layer.
Normalization layer (the layer 3): every hub in the haze
layer concedes all hubs from 2 layers as info esteems
and computes the normalized trigger level for each
standard.
Purification layer (the layer 4): this layer, so-called
purification layer, calculates the weighted result values
of the rules formed according to the Takagi-Sugeno
fuzzy inference method.
Total layer (the layer 5): it is the aggregation layer and
has only one node. 'e output values of the nodes from
the previous layer are collected to acquire the actual
output value of the ANFIS system.

3.4. Software Risks and Rule Set. In order to research and
determine software risk parameters, a literature review study

Crisp
input

Crisp
outputFuzzifier Defuzzifier

Rules

Intelligence
Fuzzy
input
set

Fuzzy
output
set

Figure 1: Fuzzy logic process.

Table 1: 'e leading articles for software risk parameters in the literature.

Reference no. Published
year Database 'e article

[54] 1998 ACM A framework for identifying software project risks
[32] 2004 ACM Software project risks and their effect on outcomes

[3] 2007 Emerald
insight Managing risk in software development projects: a case study

[55] 2009 ACM Analysis of systems development project risks: an integrative framework
[56] 2009 IEEE 'e application of risk matrix to software project risk management
[57] 2009 IEEE A software project risk analysis model based on evidential reasoning approach
[58] 2009 IEEE An approach to facilitate software risk identification

[59] 2010 IEEE A rule-based model for customized risk identification in distributed software development
project

[60] 2011 ACM Understanding IT project risks as disturbances to digital ecosystems

[61] 2012 IEEE Comparing risks in individual software development and standard software
implementation projects: a Delphi study

[62] 2013 IEEE Risk management system for ERP software project
[63] 2014 IEEE Top twenty risks in software projects: A content analysis and delphi study

[64] 2017 ACM 'e application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the software project risk
assessment
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has been done. Also, this investigation has been carried out
under three main contents: project risks, software project
risks, and software project risks based on software devel-
opers’ performance. In addition, for project risks, 50 sci-
ence-indexed articles from 1978 to 2017 have been
analyzed; for software project risks, 21 science-indexed
articles from 1998 to 2017 have been examined; and for
software project risks based on developers’ performance, 17
science-indexed articles from 2001 to 2017 have been
viewed and studied.

In the result of this wide literature review, for software
risk parameters rule set, an IEEE article [59] published in
2010 has been chosen. According to the article [59], 19
meetings were led with specialists from 14 distinct orga-
nizations from Spain, India, and the USA in total. 'e
specialists came from different spaces, for example, aviation,
instructive programming, and custom programming ad-
vancement for the monetary business. Except for two in-
terviewees who announced from an analyst point of view,
each of them was the executive position—nine

administrators—and the others were with several important
positions, for example, CIO or director or supervisor. Also,
each interview was reported that they have had long periods
(up to twenty years) of involvement with circulated and
worldwide software development projects all over the world.
An assessment utilizingmaster interviews demonstrated that
the dangers recognized by the model coordinated the
genuine encounters in about 82% (trustworthy rate) of the
cases. In this software risk parameters rule set, there have
been 23 influencing factors and 36 different software risk
parameters rules in total. 'ese factors and rules have been
shown in Table 2.

3.5. Software Risks Rule Development with Fuzzy Structure
andMachine Learning. Lamersdorf et al. [59] have built and
created a rule set—which consisted of 23 software risk
parameters and 36 rules—as listed in Table 2. In addition,
this software risk parameters rule set has been changed and
converted into numerical values for design and development
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Figure 3: ANFIS architecture and its layers.
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based on a machine learning algorithm integrated with fuzzy
structure—ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tem). Also, for the implementation of ANFIS, this numeric
set has been loaded into MATLAB application for config-
uration. Furthermore, according to the ANFIS method, 32
new software risk rules have been implemented from the
risks rule set on hand in Table 2.

In order to implement ANFIS—a machine learning
approach with fuzzy artificial intelligence—on MATLAB,
36 software risk rules—at most 6 parameters in each rule
in total (input & output)—on hand (Table 2) have been
transformed into the values 0, 1, 2, and 3. 'e value 0 has
meant that there is not any parameter available in that
unit. In addition, the value 1 has been that the situation of
the parameter is low. Moreover, the value 2 has shown
that the case of the parameter is medium. Furthermore,
the value 3 has determined that the state of the parameter
is high. In the result of these values, the rules on hand

have been arranged, adjusted, and normalized by
transforming into the parameter values as shown in
Table 3 (InputValues.txt in the Supplemental Files
(available here)).

According to Figure 4, the membership function has
been chosen for the input parameters of the rule set (Tables 2
and 3) as gauss2mf. 'is enrollment work is a smooth bend
determined from two Gaussian participation capacities.
Also, the number of memberships for the input has been
given as the value 2—one unit less than the value of the state
of the parameter “high” (value 3). Based on this value, the
rule set has been applied into the ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-
Fuzzy Inference System) method in order to design and
develop new and original software risk rules on MATLAB.
'us, 32 new rules (membership value: 2, input number:
6−1� 5, so output number: 2̂ 5� 32 units) have been created
from these input rules by the given inference operation and
model in Figure 5.

Table 2: Software risks rule set table [39].

No. Rules
1 Time zone difference⟶+Communication problems, lack of trust
2 Process maturity & time zone difference⟶−productivity drop
3 Coupling & time zone difference⟶+Communication problems
4 Time zone difference & (cultural difference | language difference)⟶+Coordination problems

5 Time zone difference & (cultural difference|language difference) & (phase� requirements)⟶+Quality problems, risk of project
failures

6 !(Formality) & !(transparency)⟶+Risk of project failures
7 !(Formality) & (language difference | !(communication infrastructure))⟶+Communication problems, productivity downfall

8 Language difference | cultural difference | !(personal relationships) | !(common experiences)⟶+Communication problems, lack of
trust

9 Transparency⟶−Communication problems
10 !(Transparency)⟶+Lack of trust, quality problems
11 Size⟶+Travel cost overhead, −IP protection issues
12 Common experiences⟶−Productivity drop, coordination problems, lack of trust
13 Task coupling⟶+Productivity drop
14 !(Process knowledge) & size⟶+Communication problems

15 Language difference & cultural difference & !(common experiences) & !(personal relations) & !(process maturity)⟶+Risk of
project failure

16 ((Cultural differences & !(maturity)) | time pressure) & !(project experience)⟶+Communication problems
17 Maturity & common experiences⟶−Lack of trust
18 !(Requirements stability) & (!(communication infrastructure) | !(maturity))⟶+Coordination problems
19 Process maturity⟶−coordination problems
20 Application knowledge⟶−Productivity drop
21 Technical knowledge | application knowledge | process knowledge | personal relations⟶−Quality problems
22 Communication infrastructure⟶−Productivity problems, cost overhead, quality problems, communication problems
23 !(Communication infrastructure) & (!(personal relations) | time zone difference)⟶+Communication problems
24 !(Communication infrastructure) & cultural difference⟶+Quality problem
25 Staff motivation⟶−Quality problems
26 !(Transparency) & time zone difference⟶+Productivity drop
27 !(Transparency) & !(personal relationships)⟶+Risk of project failures
28 Transparency⟶−Lack of trust
29 Coupling & number of sites⟶+Communication problems
30 Complexity | coupling⟶+Coordination problems
31 !(Cultural differences) & common experiences & communication infrastructure & process maturity⟶ no problems
32 (Phase� coding)⟶−Project failure risk
33 (Phase� testing) & novelty of product & time zone difference & coupling⟶+Communication problems
34 Time pressure & !(personal relations)⟶+Communication problem
35 !(Requirements stability) & novelty of product & language difference & cultural difference⟶+Productivity downfall
36 Number of sites⟶+Coordination problem
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'e average testing error in Figure 5 has shown up very
low (0.000018—18.10-6) after the implementation of ANFIS
onMATLAB.'atmeans the rule set, which has been loaded
into MATLAB for rule development by ANFIS configura-
tion, has been valid—in other words the fuzzy inference
model belonging to the specific rule set has been accurate
[73–78]. However, if the set were not correct or accurate, the
average testing error would have been a greatly affected size
[79, 80]. Furthermore, the designed and developed new
software risks rule set and its numeric values have been listed
and explained in the following structure.

'ese numeric values have been determined, assigned,
and popped up semiautomatically in the ANFIS imple-
mentation on MATLAB. According to the rules, the values
0 to 1 (not included) have been that the situation of the rule
parameter is low. Moreover, the values 1 to 2 (not included)
have shown that the case of the rule parameter is medium.
Furthermore, the values 2 to 3 (included) have meant that
the state of the rule parameter is high. Based on the risk
parameters in the rules (as listed in Table 2) and their values
(as shown in Table 3), Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System—ANFIS—has implemented, designed, developed,
and customized original software risks rule set with their
numeric values (OutputValues.txt in the Supplemental
Files (available (here)) as listed in the following:

Developed Rule 1: Time zone difference is medium &
Communication problems is medium & Lack of trust is
medium & Process maturity is medium & Coupling is
medium⟶Productivity drop is low.
Numeric values: 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.97
Developed Rule 2: Coupling is high & Time zone dif-
ference is high & Communication problems is medium &
Cultural difference ismedium&Coordination problems is
high⟶Risk of project failures is medium.
Numeric values: 2.43 2.46 1.92 1.88 2.23 1.65
Developed Rule 3: Time pressure is high & Novelty of
product is high & Cultural difference is high & Number
of sites is high & Requirements stability is medium-
⟶Productivity downfall is medium.
Numeric values: 2.26 2.26 2.28 2.36 1.3 1.28
Developed Rule 4: Coupling is high & Number of sites
is high & Staff motivation is low & Personal rela-
tionships is medium & Transparency is medium-
⟶Quality problems is high.
Numeric values: 2.26 2.52 0.97 1.83 1.3 2.98
Developed Rule 5: Formality is medium & Transpar-
ency is medium & Language difference is low &
Common experiences is medium & Coordination
problems is medium⟶ Lack of trust is low.
Numeric values: 1.38 1.78 0.50 1.65 1.86 0.17
Developed Rule 6: Cultural difference is medium &
Quality problems is medium & Communication

Table 3: Numeric values of the software risks rule set in Table 2.

Rules Values
Rule 1 3 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 2 3 3 1 0 0 0
Rule 3 3 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 4 3 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 5 3 3 3 3 3 0
Rule 6 1 1 3 0 0 0
Rule 7 1 3 3 3 0 0
Rule 8 3 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 9 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 10 1 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 11 3 3 1 0 0 0
Rule 12 3 1 3 3 0 0
Rule 13 3 3 0 0 0 0
Rule 14 1 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 15 3 3 1 1 1 3
Rule 16 3 1 1 3 0 0
Rule 17 3 3 1 0 0 0
Rule 18 1 1 3 0 0 0
Rule 19 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 20 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 21 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 22 3 1 3 3 3 0
Rule 23 1 1 3 0 0 0
Rule 24 1 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 25 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 26 1 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 27 1 1 3 0 0 0
Rule 28 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 29 3 3 3 0 0 0
Rule 30 3 3 0 0 0 0
Rule 31 1 3 3 3 1 0
Rule 32 3 1 0 0 0 0
Rule 33 3 3 3 3 3 0
Rule 34 3 1 3 0 0 0
Rule 35 1 3 3 3 3 0
Rule 36 3 3 0 0 0 0

Figure 4: Set of the gauss membership function with the value 2.
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problems is low & Time zone difference is medium &
Communication infrastructure is medium⟶ phase�

requirements is medium.
Numeric values: 1.59 1.28 0.33 1.61 1.35 1.29
Developed Rule 7: Language difference is high &
Cultural difference is medium & Risk of project failures
is low & Personal relationships is medium & Pro-
ductivity downfall is medium⟶Communication
problems is medium.
Numeric values: 2.32 1.71 0.59 1.13 1.43 1.94
Developed Rule 8: Coordination problems is medium
& Transparency is high & Lack of trust is low &
Communication infrastructure is medium & Language
difference is high⟶ Formality is medium.
Numeric values: 1.33 2.43 0.88 1.18 2.55 1.77
Developed Rule 9: Travel cost overhead is medium &
Task coupling is medium& Process knowledge is low &
Time pressure is high & Requirements stability is
high⟶Maturity is medium.
Numeric values: 1.82 1.43 0.67 2.22 2.33 1.70
Developed Rule 10: Project experience is medium & IP
protection issues is medium & Transparency is low &
Coordination problems is low & Lack of trust is
high⟶Quality problems is medium
Numeric values: 1.32 1.35 0.74 0.49 2.18 1.39
Developed Rule 11: Risk of project failure is medium &
Quality problems is medium&Common experiences is
medium & Productivity drop is low & Size is low-
⟶Time pressure is medium
Numeric values: 1.51 1.47 1.52 0.42 0.89 1.37
Developed Rule 12: Coordination problems is medium
& Process maturity is medium & Lack of trust is low &
Requirements stability is low & Time pressure is
medium⟶Task coupling is high

Numeric values: 1.75 1.93 0.84 0.17 1.44 2.22
Developed Rule 13: Travel cost overhead is medium &
IP protection issues is medium & Transparency is
medium & Personal relations is low & Task coupling is
high⟶Process maturity is medium
Numeric values: 1.94 1.52 1.54 0.33 2.16 1.88
Developed Rule 14: Communication problems is
medium & Quality problems is high & Productivity
drop is low & Process knowledge is low & Require-
ments stability is medium⟶Common experiences
is medium
Numeric values: 1.18 2.15 0.38 0.23 1.41 1.33
Developed Rule 15: Application knowledge is high &
Process knowledge is high & Communication infra-
structure is high & Technical knowledge is low & Staff
motivation is medium⟶Time pressure is low
Numeric values: 2.38 2.43 2.24 0.82 1.5 0.6
Developed Rule 16: Cultural difference is medium &
Coordination problems is high & Cost overhead is
medium & Productivity problems is medium & Time
pressure is medium⟶Maturity is low
Numeric values: 1.11 2.25 1.33 1.51 1.91 0.41
Developed Rule 17: Travel cost overhead is medium
& Productivity drop is medium & Transparency is
low & Application knowledge is medium & Tech-
nical knowledge is high⟶Quality problem is
medium
Numeric values: 1.22 1.24 0.95 1.16 2.21 1.27
Developed Rule 18: Communication problems is me-
dium & Requirements stability is medium & Language
difference is medium & Cultural difference is medium
& Communication infrastructure is low⟶Cost
overhead is medium
Numeric values: 1.32 1.15 1.92 1.94 0.82 1.37

Figure 5: Development of the rules with ANFIS on MATLAB.
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Developed Rule 19: Lack of trust is high & Transpar-
ency is medium & Complexity is low & Coupling is low
& Cultural differences is medium⟶Time pressure is
medium
Numeric values: 2.38 1.86 0.47 0.98 1.97 1.76
Developed Rule 20: Number of sites is medium &
Coordination problem is medium & Phase� testing is
low & Process maturity is medium& Project failure risk
is high⟶Transparency is medium
Numeric values: 1.31 1.32 0.22 1.17 2.15 1.12
Developed Rule 21: Time zone difference is medium &
Novelty of product is medium & Common experiences
is medium & Communication infrastructure is low &
Technical knowledge is low⟶Process maturity is low
Numeric values: 1.13 1.14 1.33 0.65 0.85 0.6
Developed Rule 22: Phase coding is medium &
Productivity downfall is high & Communication
problems is high & Transparency is medium &
Common experiences is low⟶Coordination
problem is high
Numeric values: 1.17 2.17 2.18 1.95 0.63 2.39
Developed Rule 23: Productivity drop is medium &
Application knowledge is high & Time pressure is high
& Project experience is high & Coupling is low-
⟶Process knowledge is medium
Numeric values: 1.2 2.43 2.51 2.32 0.3 1.57
Developed Rule 24: Coupling is low & Maturity is high
& Lack of trust is medium & Quality problems is low &

Communication problems is low⟶Risk of project
failures is medium
Numeric values: 0.97 2.52 1.59 0.76 0.89 1.20
Developed Rule 25: Cultural difference is medium &
Novelty of product is medium&Cost overhead is low&
Number of sites is medium & Task coupling is medi-
um⟶Application knowledge is medium
Numeric values: 1.42 1.72 0.78 1.41 1.72 1.85
Developed Rule 26: Personal relations is medium &
Productivity drop is high & Staff motivation is medium
& Process maturity is low & Technical knowledge is
high⟶Coordination problems is low
Numeric values: 1.63 2.14 1.25 0.73 2.19 0.90
Developed Rule 27: Communication problem is high &
IP protection issues is high & Coupling is low &
Number of sites is low & Personal relations is medi-
um⟶ Lack of trust is medium
Numeric values: 2.19 2.37 0.79 0.54 1.48 1.76
Developed Rule 28: Complexity is high & Quality
problems is medium & Common experiences is low &
Time zone difference is low & Transparency is high-
⟶Number of sites is medium
Numeric values: 2.37 1.77 0.54 0.42 2.16 1.80
Developed Rule 29: Phase coding is high & Pha-
se � testing is medium & Communication infra-
structure is medium & Requirements stability is low &
Time pressure is high⟶Risk of project failures is
high

Figure 6: 'e result of the developed rules implementation with ANFIS on MATLAB.
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Numeric values: 2.46 1.42 1.62 0.73 2.53 2.24
Developed Rule 30: Formality is medium & Size is
medium & Maturity is low & Cultural difference is
low & Lack of trust is low⟶Process maturity is
medium
Numeric values: 1.11 1.91 0.86 0.49 0.52 1.33
Developed Rule 31: IP protection issues is high &
Cultural difference is medium & Time zone difference
is medium & Process knowledge is medium & Lan-
guage difference is high⟶ Lack of trust is medium
Numeric values: 2.23 1.38 1.46 1.56 2.23 1.66
Developed Rule 32: Productivity drop is high &
Complexity is medium & Process maturity is low &
Transparency is low & Personal relationships is
medium⟶Coordination problem is high
Numeric values: 2.45 1.45 0.65 0.57 1.25 2.46

Figure 6 has proved the validity (the model validity, as
well) of the developed rules as given above with ANFIS
method on MATLAB by showing the average testing
error: 0.00235—which has been too low as in Figure 5:
0.000018. Also, it could be said that the less average
testing error, the more valid the machine learning fuzzy
structure model (the software risks rule set) [73–78]. In
addition, these results figure that the developed software
risk rules have a valid structure with a high accuracy rate
(low average testing error). So, they could be used and
applied effectively and appropriately in software risk
assessment and management according to this scientific
value.

4. Conclusions and Future Extensions

36 software risk rules [59] which have been proved as a
valid and recognizable model have been configured and
implemented by ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Infer-
ence System)—the machine learning algorithm inte-
grated with fuzzy artificial intelligence structure.
Afterward, 32 (membership value is 2 and input numbers
are 5, so 2̂ 5 � 32 outputs) new and original rules have
been created and generated with very low average testing
error in order to build the original linguistic software
risks rule set. In addition, each rule has six parameters—five
factors for the input and one factor for the output—in total.
Furthermore, in light of this obtained data, it has pointed
and stated that Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) method could work effectively and sufficiently in
the area of software risk assessment and management by
giving the trustworthy results on MATLAB. Moreover, this
situation has stated that this implementation has given
several different outputs based on the input rules and
parameters by learning itself, and so, it has resulted in that
machines are able to give some rules not to be seen, not to
be recognized, and not to be told by people. 'is novel
approach will provide software managers to evaluate risks
in the software development process widely with the help of
fuzzy inference rules without holding only to software

experts’ opinions. So, the success rate of software projects
will increase perceptibly.

As a result of the analysis and the research about soft-
ware risk assessment and management; 32 main software
risk rules based on “fuzzy structure” [7, 8]—suitable with
uncertainty like in the risks’ nature—have been developed
and figured out: if one pays attention to these 32 rules, risk in
the software development process will have decreased.
According to the results of this evaluation of software risk
rules based on “Fuzzy Inference System,” “manpower,”
“time,” and “price” which are the main resources of the
software development process will be used more effectively.
'us, the benefits of “fuzzy logic” in “software risk assess-
ment and management” will be seen more clearly and
tangible.

Peter DRUCKER—the management expert—claimed
and proposed that one cannot manage the process which
s/he does not measure. 'is explanation tells us that the
software risk assessment and management have to be
measured and evaluated by valid software risk rules based
on the clear and objective software risk parameters in
order to have an effective management process. With the
contribution of Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference
System (ANFIS) machine learning algorithm, a valid
software risks rule set has been designed and developed,
and its validation has been proven by the low average
testing error of ANFIS configuration on MATLAB.
According to the results of the valid software risk pa-
rameters rule set, “software developers,” which are the
fundamental assets of programming improvement in-
teraction, might be utilized all the more successfully. And
afterward, the advantages of the “Software Risk Assess-
ment and Management” might be met and taken more
unmistakably and more understandably in the logical
zone and in the scientific area.

For the future extension of this study, a survey about
software risks and their linguistic rules may be applied and
taken with some software experts to get their feedbacks and
their subjective evaluation (subjective validity and subjective
accuracy level). Furthermore, genetic algorithms may be
added into the ANFIS method (hybrid method and imple-
mentation) in order to determine the order of importance for
the outputs—software risk parameters and rules.
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'e data (InputValues.txt and OutputValues.txt) used to
support the findings of this study are included within the
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